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Eastern student
out of hospital
By JILL JEDLOWSKI
Assoc. news editor
After spending more than two
weeks in the hospital for severe
injuries she suffered from a twocar collision, Eastern student
Kristine Heaton has come home.
Heaton, 22, a senior sociology
major from Effingham, was
discharged from St. Anthony’s
Hospital in Effingham late Friday
night, said Mark Fuesting, fiance
of Kristine’s mother Judy Heaton.
Fuesting said that Heaton’s
condition is bettering steadily, but
that she tires easily and needs
plenty of rest.
“Kristine requires a lot of
attention,” he said, “but she’s
improving.”
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Heaton was hospitalized Oct. 30
after Matthew Figgins, 17, of
Stewardson, allegedly ran a stop
Al Dertz (left), a freshman speech communications major shouts “Rock ‘n’ Roll”, while Jeff Aranowski, a sign and struck Heaton’s car from
freshman political science major shows his guitar performance Friday night in the Gregg Triad Dining Services. the right side at 3:30 p.m.,

Intense Rock ‘n’ Roll

according to
a
police
r e p o r t .
H e a t o n ’s
daughter, 3month-old
Riley Pullen,
also was in
the car and
trans-ported Kristine Heaton
to St. Anthony’s Hospital. Shortly thereafter,
Riley was flown to St. Louis
Children’s Hospital, where she
died at 10:10 p.m.
Heaton suffered internal
injuries, including a severely
lacerated liver for which she had to
undergo emergency surgery.
Doctors induced a coma to
immobilize Heaton to ensure the
safest surgery possible. Heaton’s
gall bladder and appendix were
also removed during the surgery.
Heaton receives fluid and I.V.
See HEATON page 2

Buzzard almost complete; departments ready to move
By HEATHER CYGAN
Campus editor
Buzzard Hall renovations are in their
final stages and the journalism and early
childhood, elementary education and
middle level education departments will
soon move in.
The journalism department will be
moving in Wednesday or Thursday, said
Les Hyder, chair of the journalism
department, “if everything goes as

planned.”
The entire journalism department will be
moved in to the southeast side of the
second floor after Thanksgiving, except for
Student Publications advisers, who will
move in sometime in January, Hyder said.
The department will be “relieved when
we get moved,” Hyder said. He said the
movers are pretty efficient and should have
the department moved in “half a day or
so.”
The departments were moved out of

Buzzard two years ago, both Hyder and
Carol Helwig, chair of the early childhood,
elementary and middle level education
department, said. Helwig said her
department is very anxious to pack.
Although the moving will cause hassles
and inconveniences during classes, the
faculty has been “handling it very well,”
Hyder said.
So far the faculty has not complained,
but has shown frustrations, Hyder said. He
added that it is difficult to find boxes and

time as well as stay with teaching and their
services.
The facility will contain new furniture
and computers for the faculty, new
furniture, computers and chairs for the
classrooms and the latest versions of
software, Hyder said.
The new office will be “better organized
and therefore more efficient,” Hyder said.
In addition, faculty relationships will be
better enhanced since they will all be
See BUZZARD page 2

Student bouncers ‘socialize’
their way through college
By HEATHER CYGAN
Campus editor
Checking IDs, rejecting admittance,
standing around and talking to friends are
not the typical job requirements – unless you
are a bouncer at a bar.
Eric Hansen, a junior physical education
major and a bouncer at Stix Restaurant and
Banquet Facility, said being a bouncer is a
decent job because he is able to visit with
people while working. He said he has
worked at Stix for seven months.
Drew Danalewich, a junior secondary
education major and Stix bouncer, said he
agreed the best part about this job is “it’s fun
and you still get to be social.”
Danalewich has been a bouncer at Stix for
10 months and said “it’s fun because the
people who work here are great.”
A bouncer checks peoples IDs to make
sure they are 21-years-old and then checks
the name on the ID to ensure it is not on the
banned list, Hansen said. The banned list is
made up of names of individuals who have
started unnecessary trouble within the bar,

he said.
After people clear all checks, they receive
a hand stamp that allows them to drink and
come and go as they please. They are not
able to leave the bar with containers of any
kind, Hansen added.
Hansen said bouncers must watch the
floor at all times and pay attention to who
comes in and out of the bar.
“Police do raid occasionally, but they
never have while I’m working,” Hansen
said.
Not many problems are started in the bar,
Hansen said. Occasionally, they have
“problems with people who are too drunk
that don’t want to leave,” Hansen said. He
said fights usually occur during bigger
events, such as Homecoming.
About one or two people are escorted out
on the weekends, said Dave Ford, a senior
finance major and Stix bouncer.
There are not many fights and everything
is handled pretty well,” said Bryan Cassidy,
a Stix restaurant bar manager.
See BOUNCER page 2

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

Pucker up
Comedian Kevin Burke asks Rachel Cann, a junior accounting major to kiss him on his
cheek Friday night in the Rathskeller of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
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Poll shows mixed view of racisms

then some
& then some is a weekly column covering
various campus and community events.

◆ NEEDING PEOPLE
Contestants can start registering for the Ms. EIU Pageant.
Deadline for registration is Jan.
25. The pageant will be held
March 7, 1998 in the Dvorak
Concert Hall.
JEFF COZZO, executive
director of the Eastern Illinois
University
Scholarship
Association, said contestants
are judged 40 percent on talent,
30 percent on interview and 15
percent for both evening gown
and swimming suit portion of
the pageant. Contestants are
competing for scholarship
money.
Cozzo said the pageant is a
run-off contest for the Ms.
Illinois pageant held in
Oakbrook.
People can call Cozzo for
more information at 581-6702.

◆ COIN WAR
The four departmental clubs
of the Physical Science
Building will be raising money
for the Charleston Food Pantry
on Nov. 17 and 18.
The physics, psychology, geo
science and chemistry clubs
will be holding “Coin War II:
The Penny is Mightier than the
Sword.”
Each club will have containers were donations can be
placed. Pennies are positive
points and other amounts are
negative points. The amount of
points is denoted by the coin’s
face value.
The club with the most positive points will be declared the
winner. Last year, the clubs
raised over $120.

— Matt Adrian is the managing editor and a
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

NEW YORK (AP) – Nearly 9 out of 10 black teenagers said racism has little impact on their day-to-day
lives, according to a Time-CNN poll released Sunday.
But the survey also found more than half of all
teen-agers - 62 percent of blacks and 58 whites believe racism is “a big problem.” Specifically asked
about racism in their own lives, 89 percent of black
teen-agers said racism was “a small problem” or “not
a problem at all.” When asked about discrimination,
23 percent of black teen-agers, compared with 16 percent of whites, said they had been victimized because
of their race. More than half of black adults – 53 percent – and 20 percent of white adults said they had
been victims of discrimination.
“Teen-agers are a mirror of our souls,” sociologist
and author Howard Pinderhughes told Time. “They

HEATON
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changes and fresh wound dressings from nurses twice a day, as
well as constant care and support
from her fiance (Eastern student
Tony Pullen) and her mother,
Fuesting said.
Not only is Heaton under orders
to receive plenty of rest, but she
also must take time each day to
rebuild the strength in her legs by
walking around the house,
Fuesting said.
“Everybody is in the realization
that we have a long, hard time of
recuperation ahead of us,”
Fuesting said.
Along with the physical convalescence Heaton is enduring is the
extreme emotional trauma she has
experienced with the loss of her
only child, Fuesting said.
“She’s just got a lot of emotions

Prisoner’s freedom flight
ends in Detroit hospital BUZZARD
DETROIT (AP) – China’s most
prominent pro-democracy campaigner was freed on medical
parole Sunday after nearly 18
years in prison and flown to the
United States, where he was hospitalized immediately.
Wei Jingsheng, first arrested in
March 1979 during the crackdown
on the Democracy Wall movement, suffers from heart problems,
high blood pressure and other ailments made worse during his
prison term.
After his arrival at Detroit
Metropolitan Airport Sunday
morning, the 47-year-old Wei was
admitted to Henry Ford Hospital,
hospital spokeswoman Meg
Leonard said.
Wei was in fair but stable condition Sunday evening, said Dr.
Thomas C. Royer, chief medical officer. He was being treated
for hypertension and being evaluated for other problems.
“We’re pleased Mr. Wei was

able to walk into the hospital without assistance,” Royer said. “We
are conducting further tests, and in
the meantime are assisting him in
getting much-needed rest.”
Royer declined to answer questions, saying the hospital was honoring Wei’s request for privacy.
Leonard said Wei could be
released from the hospital as early
as Monday.
Siblings Wei Ling and Wei
Xiaotao said in Beijing that their
brother had been unable to get
adequate treatment in a Chinese
prison.
Since last year, Wei had been
placed under 24-hour watch in a
cell with two glass walls and a
light that was never switched off,
said his sister, Wei Ling.
“If Wei Jingsheng stayed in jail,
he’d be in danger because he’s in
such bad shape,” Liu Qing, a
friend of Wei’s who came to greet
him at Detroit Metropolitan
Airport, said through a translator.
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speak plainly about things that adults would like to
hide. Political correctness isn’t an issue to them.”
The poll is part of a story called “Kids and Race” in
the Nov. 24 issue of Time, which will be on newsstands on Monday. It was conducted between Sept. 23
and Oct. 2 by Yankelovich Partners, which surveyed
816 white adults, 374 black adults, 301 white teenagers and 300 black teen-agers. The margin of error
ranged from 3.4 percent to 5.6 percent.
More than half of all teen-agers – 55 percent of
whites, 64 percent of blacks – favor colleges reserving
scholarships exclusively for minorities and women,
the poll said.
The poll also said one in eight white teens and one
in nine blacks heard their parents say something negative about another race.

to go through,” he said.
Fuesting explained that
Heaton’s mother kept the multiple
flower arrangements from Riley’s
funeral (which Heaton was unable
to attend because she was still in a
coma) and placed them around the
house for Heaton to see when she
came home Friday. Sunday,
Heaton started looking through the
hundreds of cards sent to the family.
“She can only look for 10 or 15
minutes and then she just can’t do
it anymore,” Fuesting said.
He said that although Heaton
has a “long road to recovery”
ahead of her, they are optimistic
that she will recuperate 100 percent.
“She’s had an amazing recovery
since I saw her that Thursday (Oct.

from page one

together, he said, and it will be easier for the students to see their advisers as well.
Classes will start in Buzzard Hall on Jan. 12, the
first day of spring semester 1998, for all departments.
On Dec. 15 the department of early childhood,
elementary and middle level education will move in
to Buzzard Hall “only when everything is ready for
us,” Helwig said. “Every day is a new venture.”
The department is anxiously anticipating the move
because “they will have more space, up-to-date com-

BOUNCER
When these problems occur, the
bouncers will politely ask the individual to leave.
People who ignore their
requests do so “because the person
thinks he has a right to be there
although he does not,” Hansen
said. He said the person is then
escorted out of the bar.
Bouncers also must get more
beer from the cooler when the bartenders run out, Danalewich said.
The “bartenders tip you on how

30),” Fuesting said. “We’re hanging tight and sticking together,
pulling for Kristine.
“She’s someone we almost lost,
and now she’s back home,” he
said. “When she came home, there
were tons and tons of smiles.”
A fund has been set up in
Heaton’s name at the Washington
Savings Bank in Effingham to
help with medical expenses.
Donations can be directly deposited or sent to the bank, 200 S.
Banker St., Effingham 62401.
In addition, the Red Cross is
dedicating a blood drive to Heaton
on Nov. 18 at Kirlin’s Store in the
Village Square Mall. From 1 to 6
p.m., all blood received during the
drive, which is sponsored by Papa
John’s Pizza in Effingham, will be
donated in Heaton’s name.

puters and appropriate furniture,” Helwig said.
The new facility will be more “technologically literate,” Helwig said. Classrooms will have state-ofthe-art technology as well as the auditoriums and
offices, she said. There will be new computer labs as
well.
Each department’s move into Buzzard Hall will be
staggered, Helwig said. This move in will be very
convenient because the child education department
has one telephone, one computer and one file cabinet
per three people in each room, she said.

from page one
fast you move,” Danalewich said.
“It’s a lot harder than it looks,”
Ford said.
About five to six bouncers work
in the bar on weekends and about
two to three are there on weekdays.
The downside of this job is after
the bar closes at 1 a.m., the bouncers help clean up for an hour to an
hour and a half, Hansen said. He
said clean up goes as follows:
make sure everyone is out of the

bar, lock the doors, take out the
garbage, sweep and mop the
floors, clean the bathrooms and
make sure the bar is full for the
following day.
Another inconvenience of the
job is “the late nights throw off
your
sleeping
pattern,”
Danalewich said.
The fact that you can’t smoke
on the job and you’re always busy
is also a downside, Danalewich
added.

MLK Jr. University Bookstore
All Candy
10% Off

bookstore hours:
Mon-Thurs 8am-8pm
Fri 8am-4:30pm
Sat 10am-4pm
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Senate eyes shuttle service
the service to see if it would be a possibility at
Eastern.
“We’re looking at a shuttle that would possible
run to Carman, Greek Court, Lincolnwood Pine Tree
apartments and possibly the square,” Rundle said.
“It would run to these different spots all day to reach
a broad range of students.”
Additional stops for the shuttle may include WalMart, and possibly the bus station in Mattoon.
Rundle said she is still researching which stops
would be used by students the most.
“We need to know what will be more beneficial to
students,” Rundle said.
Another concern Rundle has with the plan is the
cost and whether students would be willing to pay
for the shuttle.
“The start up will be high, I imagine,” Rundle
said. “We need to know if students are willing to pay
an increase in fees for this.”
Rundle said the idea has been tried before but was
abandoned because the students did not seem to
think it was necessary.
“I’m really at a feedback point,” Rundle said.

Buses may provide
students transportation
around Charleston
By AMY THON
Student government editor
The Student Senate is working on a shuttle service that may improve transportation around Eastern
and the Charleston community.
Student Vice President for Public Affairs Ruthie
Rundle said research is being done to see how other
schools have implemented the shuttle service.
Schools who currently have a shuttle service and
are of comparable size to Eastern include Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville and Northern
Illinois University.
Rundle said Eastern President David Jorns originated the idea and wanted the senate to investigate

Student to act as mayor for a day
By AMY THON
Student government editor
One Eastern student Tuesday
will be given the opportunity to
see what it is like to fill the
shoes of Charleston Mayor Dan
Cougill.
The program, “A Day in the
Life of the Mayor’s Office” was
an idea Ruthie Rundle, student
vice president for public affairs,
came up with after the success
of last year’s program, “A Day
in the Life of the President.”
The program was held last
spring and allowed a student to
see what Eastern President
David Jorns’ job really entailed.
Rundle said because last
year’s program was a success,
that prompted her to try this
year’s program.
“I hope it will be just as
effective,” Rundle said.
Senate
member
Keith
Cosentino said he wants the program to help Eastern students
understand how the local government operates.
“I hope it will give a greater
awareness to Eastern students
on what goes on with Charleston
city officials,” Cosentino said.

The purpose is to
give an Eastern
student the opportunity to get a hands-on
approach to local government.”
– Ruthie Rundle,
student vice president
for public affairs

“

Rundle said the goal of the
program is to improve communication between Eastern students and the Charleston community and also let students see
for themselves how local government runs.
“The purpose is to give an
Eastern student the opportunity
to get a hands-on approach to
local government,” Rundle said.
Rundle also is hoping the student can then serve as a link
between the Charleston community and Eastern’s campus.
The program was open to
anyone and senate members
went to their RSOs to tell students about the opportunity.
Senate members also received
the names of interested students

and the winner was chosen out
of a hat Friday.
Rundle said the only requirement for the program is that the
student be willing to share what
they learned with the Eastern
campus.
Rundle is hoping for a positive experience that will enhance
communications and relationships between the community
and campus.
The agenda of the day will
involve shadowing the mayor,
City Manager Paul Nicholson
and other city officials. Rundle
said other possibilities may
include a tour of the town hall
and the Charleston jail.
Rundle talked with Nicholson
in the beginning of the semester
and he was interested in the program.
“(Nicholson) made it very
clear to me he wanted to be
involved with the students and
wanted students to be involved
with the community,” Rundle
said.
He also said he wanted to foster good communication.
“(Nicholson) was really willing to work with us,” Rundle
said.

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

A little ditty
Bruce Goble, a member of the band, “Reverend Robert,” plays “Sweet
Home Chicago” on his harmonica during Turkey Testicle Festival
Saturday afternoon in Friends & Co.

Film to show media’s role
in society’s body image
A film tonight will address
the role the media plays on
the body image in society.
The Women’s Advocacy
Council will present “Slim
Hopes” at 7 p.m. tonight in
Room 17 of Lumpkin Hall.
A panel discussion, which
will include Eastern faculty
and staff, will follow the film.
The panel will include
Gloria A. Leitschuh, an associate professor in the educa-

tion psychology and guidance; Karola Alford, an assistant professor of the
Counseling Canter; Cheryl
Sputa Somers, an associate
professor in psychology;
Annette Samuels, an assistant
professor of journalism; and
Carolyn Woolever, an instructor of family and consumer
sciences.
This two-hour program is
open to anyone interested.

Judge says state must release more information in Bickers’ case
By JAIME HODGE
City editor
A judge ruled Friday that the State’s
Attorney Steve Ferguson must provide
Mike Bickers’ attorney with more information on the obscenity charges against
him so that Bickers may further prepare
his defense.
Bickers is charged with obscenity
because of alleged acts performed at
Capone’s, an adult entertainment establishment located at 1100 18th St.
Judge Theresa Righter said while

Ferguson did provide the information in
the Bill of Particulars to Tom Glasson,
Bickers’ attorney, more information was
needed to prepare an adequate defense
for Bickers. In the original Bill of
Particulars, Glasson asked only for the
location, date and time of the obscenity
charges filed against Bickers.
“Nothing has been provided by the
state to tell us what forms the basis of
this charge,” Glasson said.
Among the evidence that Glasson
wants in order to better defend Bickers is
a videotape of the allegedly obscene acts

and a transcript of grand jury proceedings. Glasson said Bickers is entitled to
these pieces of evidence because of the
danger of a one-year imprisonment and
hefty fine that Bickers could face if convicted. Glasson requested that Righter
either have the State’s Attorney’s office
provide more information or have the
case dismissed.
The court would require a supplemental Bill of Particulars to further explain
what obscene acts Bickers allegedly
committed to be given to the defense.
Righter also ruled the state was not
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required to provide the grand jury’s transcripts or videotape that was taken without Bickers’ knowledge at Capone’s.
Ferguson said he provided the information requested in the Bill of
Particulars which included only the date,
time and place of the offenses. He said he
would have complied before Friday’s
hearing. However, the defense was not
entitled to get the videotape and grand
jury transcripts under state law.
The State’s Attorney’s office has until
Nov. 26 to comply with the court’s wishes. Jury trial call has been set for Dec. 2.

The Ladies of

Alpha Gamma Delta
would like to thank

Joe Wagenaar
of Pi Kappa Alpha
for being a wonderful
Alpha Gam Man!

Helping out the family of Susan Stephens
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UB shouldn’t limit
its moneymaking
hopes to Bill Cosby

W

hether they admit it or not, many students
look forward to finding out who might be
headlining the spring concert, reaching back to
memories of They Might Be Giants, Hootie and
the Blowfish, Toad the Wet Sprocket and Blind
Melon.
Many students are upset to hear that because
a few of Eastern’s recent concerts have lost too
much money, the University Board is eying the
possibility of not having
a spring concert this
year. To clamber out of
this financial rut, the UB
is looking to secure a three-year, $20,000 loan
that would come out of extra student activity
fees.
Much of the UB’s hope to get back on its feet
is riding on Bill Cosby, who is lined up to perform for next October’s Family Weekend.
Cosby is a fine gamble, as UB members note,
because in both of his previous appearances at
Eastern, he sold out and the UB made a profit.
But the UB must go further than Plan A.
Unlike most other UB events, which are
funded by student fees, concerts are set up to be
self-sufficient. To set ticket prices, UB members figure out how much they expect a show to
cost, and then they estimate how many people
will attend. If that many people buy tickets, the
concert is paid for. If the UB does not sell as
many tickets as expected, then that concert’s
budget falls into the red.
The UB had built up a surplus from past concerts that had not only broken even but made a
profit. However, last year’s Family Weekend
act, the Doobie Brothers, took a big dent out of
that surplus, and the UB needed Aretha
Franklin to turn a profit this year in order to
replenish that surplus. To the UB’s surprise, she
didn’t. In fact, the UB needs the rest of its surplus plus the loan to make up for the loss it
took.
Even if Cosby’s appearance next year brings
the UB’s concert budget over the hump, the
organization still will return to where it was,
perhaps a couple poor concert draws away from
losing money again. The UB needs to assess its
programming as a whole to pinpoint the areas
where it can gain some smaller in addition to
the apparent cash heap it expects to rake in
from Bill Cosby.

R

ecently, we at the University
Board lost one our coordinators, Susan Stephens, to cancer.
Susan can be most recognized
for her work with the University
Board graphic arts department.
Susan, along with the others on
the graphics committee, was
responsible for bringing the TOM RYAN
Eastern population well-known Guest columnist
logos such as the Quakin’ the
Quad logo and most recently the
Names Project Memorial AIDS
Quilt logo.
Susan was also well known for her current position as
the display promotion coordinator and for her previous
positions on the University Board as special events coordinator and summer programmer, all of which she put her
heart and soul into.
Susan was responsible for designing other UB projects
such as the covers for the Eventsful calendar and
programming series posters. Susan’s latest project was
designing this year’s “New Student Record” for incoming
freshmen.
Susan’s work did not just end with the University
Board. She was also a designer for advertisements that
were placed in The Daily Eastern News and doing other
graphic arts projects for other groups on campus such as
the Latino Heritage Month poster. Susan was a graphic
design major and very well known by students and teachers in the art department.

I would like to give something
back to Susan’s family for all that
“I would like to she has given us throughout the
years. I’m sure you’re aware of
give something
back to Susan’s the tremendous costs and financial strain a serious disease like
family for all that this can cause. Therefore, I
she has given us would like to start a collection on
campus to be donated (in
throughout the
Eastern’s name) to the family of
years.”
Susan Stephens. Donations can
be dropped off in mailbox No. 1
in the Student Activities Office,
located on the second floor of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Personal checks can also be made out to
Jim and Bonnie Stephens.
Also, we will take up a collection at the Student Senate
meeting at 7 p.m. on Wednesday in the Arcola/Tuscola
Room of the union. Please stop by during the student-participation segment of the meeting, which takes in the
beginning; please bring your donations.
I would like to thank all of the students who have
stopped by the office and said a kind word about Susan,
and I would especially like to thank all of the students who
helped me put together this wonderful memorial to Susan.
– Tom Ryan is the chair of the University Board, a student
organization that sponsors concerts, lectures and other entertainment activities at Eastern. For further information about
the collection for Susan Stephens, those interested may contact 581-5117 or 581-7675 by phone or cutr5@pen.eiu.edu
by e-mail.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

Men are eager to tread underfoot
what they had once too much feared.
– Lucretius
Roman poet (99-55 B.C.)
L e t

y o u r

v o i c e

b e

Letters against LGBAU
and Coming Out Day
really missed the point
To the editor:
The authors of the letters denouncing
the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Allies
Union and National Coming Out Day
are quite ignorant of the purpose of this
day and of the intentions of the LGBAU
itself.
I would like to point out, however,
that I respect the right of each of these
individuals to voice his opinion, however misinformed it may be. I can respect
anyone’s opinion so long as it does not
lead to an action that is detrimental to
the well being of another person or
group.
I do not believe, as Mr. Layette
would like to suggest, that his views are
being suppressed. To the contrary, he
expressed his homophobic views quite
well through the conscious decision not
to wear jeans on Oct. 9, as well as
through his recent letter.
As for Mr. Burns, he stated that
LGBAU members “are constantly complaining” and that “they condemn people for expressing their opinion.” To
this, I would first like to reply that I
have not yet seen a letter to the editor
from a fellow LGBAU member. Those
who have written in so far are not a part
of our organization, to my knowledge.
Secondly, I would like to ask: Who is
really complaining and condemning
h e a r d .

E - m a i l

your turn
people here? The LGBAU and its supporters? I don’t think so.
In response to Mr. Burns question,
“Why did they pick blue jeans to single
out their supporters?” – think about it.
It’s obvious that we weren’t trying to
single out ourselves or our supporters.
That would be useful to show our presence, but it would not gauge the true
level of homophobia that pervades this
campus.
Instead, we chose to give all those
“normal” people, such as Mr. Corrigan,
the opportunity to show everyone else
that they are homophobic enough to
disassociate themselves from the rest of
their fellow students. For someone who
doesn’t “believe in gay bashing,” Mr.
Corrigan, you certainly did a decent
amount of it in your letter. This is what I
find truly “pathetic” and “disgusting.”
As to equating yourself with the “typical heterosexual male,” I know many
heterosexual males who would not
appreciate the comparison. You close
your letter by stating, “if it weren’t for
heterosexual people like myself, you
wouldn’t be here right now!” Thank
you for that brilliant observation! You
seem to think that we are heterophobic,
or that we are on some crusade to convert the population to homosexuality. I
find that idea quite absurd.
We are not trying to “force” a way of
life on anyone. Sexual orientation is a
u s

a t

trait that is unique to each individual,
and one that should be respected just as
any other human trait. Like my eye or
hair color, I could hide or mask what is
really underneath. This doesn’t change
who I am inside.
The only “choice” I have is whether
or not to live my life openly. National
Coming Out Day gives each gay person
the opportunity to come out from under
the burden of lies and shame that are
heaped upon us by homophobes in our
society. All we are asking is to be treated equally and to be protected from discrimination. What is so “appalling”
about that?

Thomas A. Bean Jr.
junior administration
information systems major
& social director for the LGBAU

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, telephone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
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Cops to go on patrol
for Christmas gifts
Last Christmas 74 kids
recieved donated gifts
from Charleston police
By ERIN M. WELTZER
Staff writer

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

Chiming in
Nena Lorenz, a junior percussion performance major plays chimes with percussion members Friday night
atthe Dvorak Concert Hall in the Doudna Fine Arts Building. ss

The fifth annual “Shop With a
Cop” program will bring clothes
and toys to children in
Charleston who are in need.
The Charleston Police
Department will sponsor the
program on Dec. 7.
“We take under-privileged
children to Wal-Mart and buy
them clothing, shoes and toys,”
said Officer David Chambers,
vice president of the Charleston
Fraternal Order of Police.
The department spends
between $100 to $125 per child.
Last year, the police aided 74
children in the local area. The

numbers are expected to be
about the same this year.
“It seems to be a benefit program for the children. It gives
them a happy Christmas,” said
Martha Baker, assistant manager
of Charleston Wal-Mart.
Names of children in need are
received from the school district,
the Department of Children and
Family Service and other aid
programs.
“Over the course of our
duties, we see a pretty needy
side. We see children with not a
lot. This is our opportunity to
give back to the community,”
Chambers said.
“Shop With a Cop” is funded
strictly through the donations of
people in the community.
Donations may be sent to
Charleston Fraternal Order of
Police,
P.O.
Box
475,
Charleston.

Faculty Senate to learn status of Eastern’s fundraising
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration editor

The Faculty Senate Tuesday
will be informed of the progress
of the Eastern’s fundraising.
The senate will meet at 2 p.m.
Tuesday in the BOG Room of

Booth Library.
Jim Hanna, the chief advancement officer of development, will
report to the senate of the status
of the Foundation.
“We
still
have
the
zoology/botany merger motion
that was tabled last week, but I

don’t know if that will come up,”
said Joan Schmidt, senate secretary.
The senate Tuesday tabled a
motion to recommend to
Eastern’s president and vice president for academic affairs that the
botany department remain an

independent unit within the
College of Sciences.
Under the School of Biological
Sciences Reorgan-ization Plan,
the zoology and botany departments will be combined to form
the School of Biological Sciences.
The plan has raised concerns of

the botany and zoology department chairs and faculty members
of both departments.
According to the plan, the goal
of consolidation is to seek the
best way to integrate faculty
groups and prepare the next generation of students.

Seminar to help students
graduate in four years
By LAUREN KRAFT
Activities editor
The secrets to graduating
from Eastern in four years will
be revealed tonight during a
“first year experience” program.
Carman Hall Resident
Assistants Danielle Mackovitch,
Jerome Graham and Michele
Cogozzo will host a 40-minute
interactive workshop as part of
the Housing and Dining
Service’s “first year experience”
programs.
The workshop will be held at
7:30 p.m. tonight in the Carman
Hall Dining Center.
The workshop will focus on
the basic skills needed to acquire
a college degree in four years.
This free program will teach
students the essential elements
of college survival including
study habits, note taking, test
taking, time management and

goal achievement.
Mackovitch said she hopes
students who attend the program
will leave feeling more secure
about their goals and how to
achieve them.
Students will prepare a personal mission statement which
Mackovitch said is intended to
help students learn more about
their goals in life.
“When students know (their
goals), they are more likely to
achieve them,” she said.
Mackovitch plans to help students graduate in four years by
teaching daily, weekly and yearly goals setting. She will have
students write down their goals
on a daily basis in order promote
better habits.
All students are welcome,
although Mackovitch stressed
this would be most helpful to
freshmen students just entering
college.

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

Four of a kind
(From left) Matt Fear, a senior theater arts major; Damen Edwards, a freshman theater major, Rafael
Gomez, a junior theater major and Alonso Bulderas, a senior theater major present the multi-cultural play,
“Spic-O-Rama” Friday and Saturday nights in the Studio of the Doudna Fine Arts building.

Monday & Tuesdays are Crazy

compare our great
low prices to theirs

3 W. Lincoln

1-14”
Pizza

Carry Out Special
Monday & Tuesday Only

w/ 1 topping

1-14” w/ 1
topping

699

$

Plus Free Crazy Bread
get it delivered
same low price

Valid for a limited time at
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery
may apply.

$
Valid for a limited time at
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery
may apply.

499

345-4743

New At

JERRY’S

Pasta’s
Baked Mostaccioli
Fettuccine Alfredo
Chicken Fettuccine Alfredo
Chicken Fettuccine w/ Marinara
Speghetti

Late Night Every Night

1-14”
Pizza
w/ 1 topping plus Crazy
bread & 2 liter Coke

999

$

Valid for a limited time at
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery
may apply.

We accept Master Card & Visa

get it delivered
same low price

JERRY’S now has
three sizes of Pizza
9, 12, 14 inch

Try us Delivered
345-2844
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Iraq prepares for military action
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) – Iraq
ordered Baghdad hospitals to evacuate non-emergency patients
Sunday in preparation for a possible U.S. air attack over Saddam
Hussein’s refusal to comply with
U.N. weapons inspections.
Thousands of Iraqi civilians,
meanwhile, flocked to Saddam’s
palaces in Baghdad and industrial
installations around the capital to
join other people serving as human
shields.
The United States on Sunday
pressed forward with its military
buildup, sending the aircraft carrier
USS George Washington through
the Suez Canal toward the Persian
Gulf.
Kuwait and Syria, which supported strikes against Iraq during
the 1991 Persian Gulf War, said
they were opposed to the use of
force in the current standoff, which
began on Oct. 29 when Iraq decided to expel American weapons
inspectors working for the United
Nations.
“We do not support any military
action against Iraq,” said Kuwait’s
foreign minister, Sabah al-Ahmed
al-Sabah.
Kuwait usually is unsparing in
its criticism of Iraq, which invaded
the emirate in 1990, triggering the
Gulf War.
At the end of the 1991 war, the
United Nations ordered Iraq to
destroy its weapons of mass
destruction and sent in a multinational team of inspectors to monitor Iraqi compliance.
Last month, Iraq asserted that
the American inspectors were
spies intent on prolonging U.N.
economic sanctions imposed after
the Kuwait invasion. Though the
Security Council warned of consequences if Iraq expelled the monitors, Iraq went ahead with the
move Thursday, deepening fears of
a military strike.
Richard Butler, the chief U.N.

REPORT

ASSOCIATED PRESS

weapons inspector, warned in an
interview with CNN that Iraq
could resume building biological
weapons within a week.
In Baghdad, fuel rationing
forced U.N. monitors overseeing
an oil-for-food program to halt

their work Sunday. The monitors,
who were unable to drive to work,
said they expect to send teams out
Monday after they secure fuel supplies.
The tightly monitored program
allows Iraq to sell $2 billion in oil
for six months in exchange for
food and other humanitarian
goods.
Iraq, fearing the United States
might target oil refineries and storage tanks in the event of a military
strike, announced Saturday it was
introducing gasoline rationing.

Friends
&Co
Tonight
00
1
Pints
Leinie & MGD

$

Tuesday

Hot Wings
only 25¢ each!
-and$ 00
2 Import Bottles
They’re Back!!!
Blue Rags
We d . N o v . 1 9

5 0 9 Va n B u r e n

U.S. seeks support
from Arab nations
WASHINGTON (AP) –
Despite the outward opposition
of Arab countries to a military
strike against Iraq, the White
House is confident the Arabs
won’t stand in the way of any
U.S. action, President Clinton’s
top security adviser said Sunday.
Sandy Berger said that in any
case, the United States is ready
to go it alone if necessary.
The Arab nations, National
Security Adviser Berger said on
NBC’s “Meet the Press,” understand the threat posed by Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein. “In
the end of the day, they are not
going to impede our ability to do
what’s necessary,” Berger said.
The administration campaigned hard among allies over
the weekend for support of
strong sanctions, and possibly
military retaliation, against Iraq
for expelling American members of the U.N. weapons
inspection team.
President Clinton on Saturday
spoke to Russia’s Boris Yeltsin,
France’s Jacques Chirac and

Britain’s Tony Blair, urging a
united voice in confronting Iraq.
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright has been making the
same pitch in a tour of Persian
Gulf states and with the Russian
foreign minister, Yevgeny
Primakov.
While support has been solid
for stronger U.N. sanctions
against the Baghdad government, France, Russia and the
Arabs have resisted the idea of
militarily punishing Saddam for
his latest challenge to U.N. resolutions approved after the 1991
Gulf War.
Foreign Minister Sabah alAhmed al-Sabah of Kuwait,
which Saddam occupied to
spark the war, said Sunday his
country does not support military action. The Kuwaiti cabinet
issued a statement urging a
diplomatic solution “so that the
area could be spared the dangers
of tension and instability, and
the Iraqi people would not be
subjected to more misery and
suffering.”

348-2380

running out,
and the rent
is coming due...
Sell your stuff
in The News’
Classifieds!

THEY WILL
WORK FOR
YOU!!

426 W. Lincoln 348-8282

Monday Night Football
Buffalo Bills & Miami Dolphins

LARGE ONE
TOPPING

$6.98

SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE

The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)

ALPHA SIGMA TAU
Proudly Presents our 1997 New Active Members
Catherine Baron
Jenny Foley
Leslie Barton
Lacy Henson
Amanda Boker
Renee Hemper
Julie Budde
Erin Hennig
April Carretto
Reanna Herzberger
Kristen Clark
Denise Houlihan
Nicole Clark
Natalie Islas
Jamie Crockett
Kelli Jager
Michelle Dombroski
Heather Koch
Amber Dzienginski
April Larcher
Jamie Eickmeier
Melissa Mikus
Amy Ellison
Shannon O’Keefe
Jennifer Emory
Brenda Pacynski
Anna Fabizio
Lori Rice
Cheray Robertson
Andrea Frank
Laura Ruffalo

Wmoney’s
hen your

Jenny Rusk
Jessica Sanford
Amanda Schaefer
Audra Sharp
Mindy Slosher
Becky Smith
Kelli Spiezio
Heather Stefanski
Kati Trapp
Allison Vance
Michelle Voight
Michelle Willock

The Daily Eastern News
is your door to the EIU community.
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Students to get dose of healing
By LAUREN KRAFT
and REAGAN BRANHAM
Staff editors
A speaker will discuss how
Native American herbal healing
remedies are used as an alternative to seeing a doctor for illnesses.
Tammy Leonard will speak
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. tonight in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union about natural herbs and
healing herbs that Native
Americans introduced to North
America.
Roger Fontana also will be

speaking with Leonard.
Leonard, who is Cherokee, said
she wants to offer information
about alternative healing remedies
that are still being used by many
people instead of seeing a doctor.
“There is an interest for this out
there, something to think about
other than running to a doctor,”
she said.
Leonard will teach students
how to use herbs such as rosehips
and mint teas that she grows at
home to help with anything from
the common cold to preventing
illnesses and boosting the immune
system.
She said she grew up using the

herbal remedies and has only gone
to the doctor for severe illnesses
and broken bones.
The herbal remedies also can be
used for pets rather than taking
them to the veterinarian.
Leonard said she began experimenting herself with herbs 18
years ago while backpacking over
20 states and researching roadside
plants.
She wanted something to heal
herself in case something happened to her while she was backpacking.
The event is being held in conjunction with Native American
Heritage Month.

Countdown begins for dual execution
CHICAGO (AP) – Durlynn Eddmonds raped and
smothered a little boy. Walter Stewart killed two men
in a jewelry store robbery.
Both men are scheduled to meet the same fate a
half hour apart early Wednesday, when – barring any
successful last-minute appeals – they will be strapped
to gurneys at Stateville Correctional Center, wheeled
into a small room and injected with lethal drugs.
It would be the second double execution in Illinois
since the U.S. Supreme Court reinstated the death
penalty in 1976, and would bring to 10 the total number of executions in the state since then.
About two decades have passed since Eddmonds,

45, and Stewart, 42, committed the crimes that landed them on Death Row.
It was the early morning of Oct. 27, 1977, when
Eddmonds, then 25, saw 9-year-old Richard Miller
covered in blood and feces in the alley below
Eddmonds’ Chicago apartment. Richard had just
been raped by two men, and Eddmonds summoned
the boy upstairs, court records show.
Eddmonds, who had three prior rape convictions,
cleaned the boy with a wet cloth and toilet paper, laid
a sheet of plastic on the bed and began to sodomize
him. The weight of Eddmonds’ body smothered
Richard.

The Ladies of

Alpha Gamma
Delta
would like to Congratulate
our
New Alpha Gam Man

Henry Ospina
of Pi Kappa Alpha

we love you!
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Help Wanted

Adoption

Sublessors

Travel

Personals

Personals

ZORBAS IS OPEN! Experienced
waitresses and delivery boys
needed. Call Zorbas 348-8055
after 4 p.m.
_______________________12/2
NIGHT MANAGER NEEDED for
domestic violence shelter. Please
send resumes to CADV, P.O. Box
732, Charleston, Il 61920 by 121-97.
______________________11/19
STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL
RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING
4-6 RESIDENTS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES.
Monday through Friday evening
and mid-night shifts or weekend
shifts available. Flexible scheduling also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is provided. Applications may be obtained
at CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston, IL 61920
E.O.E.
_______________________1/29
PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED.
No experience needed. Fun and
Short hours. Call 581-6708.
______________________11/18
NANNIES WANTED!!! New
Orleans: 2 boys, $250.00 New
Jersey: 1 girl, $220.00 Weekly,
travel California: 2 boys, $300.00
Weekly And many more to
choose from! Embark on the
adventure of a lifetime!!
Childerest 1-800-937-6264.
______________________11/21

ADOPTION, A LOVING CHOICE:
Teacher/electronics engineer long
to provide child with loving,
secure home. Can share love,
laughter, and bright future on our
farm. We’d love to help you while
you help us. Call Pam or Tim at
1-800-556-7893, ID #69.
______________________11/21

NEEDED:1 FEMALE SUBLESSOR FOR SPRING 98 to
share 3 bedroom house (own
room). 2 bathrooms. Furnished
with washer/dryer. Near Greek
Court. Call 348-0157.
______________________11/18
1-3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR SPRING 98. Nice 2 bedroom Apt. Price Negotiable. Call
348-0937.
______________________11/17
1 OR 2 SUBLESSORS needed
Spring ‘98 1 Bedroom, newly furnished apt. w/deck in Nantucket.
345-9305.
______________________11/17
3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED for
large 3 bedroom house near the
square. $170/month. Available
Spring Semester. 348-5769.
______________________11/18
2, 3 OR 4 SUBLESSORS NEEDED, Spring ‘98. Nice 3 bedroom
apartment. 348-8578.
______________________11/17
HAVE OWN PLACE! 1 or 2 sublessors needed. JAN-MAY 14.
Huge furnished Apt. w/ deck in
Nantucket. 348-6523.
______________________11/17
TWO SUBLESSORS NEEDED
for two bedroom apartment on
12th Street. Call 348-8273.
______________________11/20
SUBLESSOR NEEDED furnished
apartment close to campus.
Washer & dryer in Apt!!!
2 or 3 people needed for Spring
semester & intercession. Low as
$175 a month. Call Rodney 3451441.
______________________11/21
SUBLESSOR NEEDED SPRING
98. 1 Bedroom. Furnished. Util.
included. Call 348-6331.
______________________11/21

SPRING BREAK ‘98’! Free food
and drinks! Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica and Florida from $399.
Organize as a small group & travel FREE! Highest commission &
lowest prices! Call Surf & Sun
Tours to become a campus representative (800)-574-7577.
______________________11/18
RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
TOURS: Bahamas, Cancun & Ski
Trips! FREE FOOD & FREE
DRINKS! Sign up before Nov. 30.
Organize a group- travel free.
Call for details and free brochure.
Call 1(888) SPRING BREAK
Today!
______________________11/17

ERIN HENNIG AND JESSICA
SANFORD OF ALPHA SIGMA
TAU:
Congratulations
on
Activation! Tau love, Katie.
______________________11/17
LIZ BOLD: Hope you had a great
Birthday. Your an awesome Ruby
Sis. Alpha Love, Michele.
______________________11/17
KELLI CRONKITE OF ALPHA
PHI: Congratulations on going
active. Love your mom.
______________________11/17
CONGRATS JEANNINE PARDON OF ASA on receiving sister
of the month. We sincerely appreciate all the work you have done
this year. Love, your sisters.
______________________11/17
LYNDA AND CHRISTINA OF
ASA- Thanks for planning semiformal! We all had a BLAST in
Paris! Love, your sisters.
______________________11/17
ASA NEW EXECUTIVE BOARDCongrats on receiving your positions! Get excited for an awesome year! Alpha love, your sisters.
______________________11/17
JENNIFER EMERY OF AST: I am
excited that my little sis is now an
active gator!! Tau love, Glover.
______________________11/17
DENISE HOHREIN OF AST:
Congratulations on activation! I
am so proud of you! Tau love,
Glover.
______________________11/17
CONGRATULATIONS TO LORI
RICE OF ALPHA SIGMA TAU on
going Active! Love, Your Delta
Sigma Phi Man.
______________________11/17

SIGMA KAPPA would like to congratulate Ashley Hudson, Darcie
Smith, Kelly Wieczorek, Starrin
Kinser and Ashley Raduege on
being selected for Greek Week
Steering Committee.
______________________11/17
VICTORIA
MARKLEY:
Congratulations on being elected
3rd VP of PanHel. Love your TriSigma sisters.
______________________11/17
MACON GOSNELL OF TRISIGMA: Congratulations on being
elected Social Awareness
Director of PanHel. Love, your
sisters.
______________________11/17
JEN BOURG OF ASA- Congrats
on receiving The Panhellenic
Executive Board Position of
Secretary! You’re the Bomb!
Alpha love, Your Sisters.
______________________11/17
LINDSAY LONGTIN OF ALPHA
PHI: Congratulations on being
elected Panhellenic Treasurer.
You’ll do awesome! AOE Janel
______________________11/17
NICOLE
ADAMS:
Congratulations on being selected New Member Educator
Assistant. We’re so proud! Hope
you had a Phi-Nominal weekend!
Love-Janel & Jon
______________________11/17
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON-Thank you for a wonderful time at formal and an awesome year! I couldn’t have represented a more outstanding group
of men! Love, Sarah
______________________11/17

Help Wanted
LOSE THE “FRESHMAN 15.”
Don’t starve to lose weight again.
Call 348-0004. We’re 5 minutes
from campus.
______________________10/31

Services Offered
HELP IS AVAILABLE FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT/ABUSE VICTIMS
by contacting Sexual Assault
Counseling and Information
Service, Lawson Hall, 1-5 p.m.
office hours, 348-5033.
______________________11/18

For Rent
APARTMENT AVAILABLE, 2 bedroom, furnished 2-4 people for
Spring 1998. Call 348-6119
______________________12/11
STARTING JAN 1ST. 2 br.
apartment for rent. $175.00 per
person, close to campus, low utilities, pets allowed. 348-5195
______________________11/19
FAMILY RENTAL. NICE 3 bedroom house. Basement, washer,
dryer hookup, stove and fridge,
new furnace, garage. Available
immediately. Call 345-5088
______________________11/21
AVAILABLE
SPRING
98!
Furnished 3 bedroom, 5 month
lease. 1/2 block west of Lantz,
with large front & backyard. Quiet
residential area. New living room
furniture, refrigerator, separate
washer & dryer room, & large
multi-purpose common room. Call
348-0157.
______________________11/15
FAMILY RENTAL. Nice 3 bedroom
house.
Basement,
washer/dryer hookup, stove and
fridge, new furnace, garage.
Available immediately. Call 3455088.
______________________11/21
AVAILABLE
SPRING
SEMESTER, very large, 1 story,
3 B/R, 1 and a half bath home
next to O’Brien Stadium. Rent
lowered to $600.
_______________________12/5
SPRING SEMESTER HOUSING
available from one person efficiency to 5 person townhouse.
C21 Wood, 345-4489, Jim Wood,
broker.
_______________________12/5

Sublessors

Make Money
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. No experience required. Free information
packet. Call 410-347-1475
______________________12/15
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT-Discover how to work in
America’s Parks, Forests &
Wildlife Preserves. Competitive
wages
+
bonuses!
Seasonal/year-round.
For
employment information, call:
(517) 324-3081 ext. N57381.
______________________11/21
Advertise! Advertise! Advertise!
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News Classified Section.
____________________OO/HA

SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Newly
remodeled efficiency on the
Square, for Spring Semester.
345-2546.
______________________11/20
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: for
apartment in University Court.
Own room or roommate. Call
Mike at 581-8128
______________________11/20
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING 98. Great 2 bedroom
apartment close to campus. Own
room. 348-0267.
______________________11/21
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Studio
apartment 3 blocks from campus,
utilities paid. $260/ month. Call
348-6444.
______________________11/18
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Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

Phone: _________________Student ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Roommates
NEEDED: 1 MALE ROOMMATE
FOR SPRING 98 to share 4 bedroom house (own room).
Washer/dryer; Paid utilities; off
square. Call 345-9292.
______________________11/21
2 ROOMS FOR RENT-Spring 98
washer/dryer Shared utilities
$200/mo. Dan 348-6782.
______________________11/20

Lost & Found
FOUND: Box of hot cocoa mix left
at Check Cashing. Call 581-5122.
______________________11/18

Travel
SPRING BREAK ‘98. Best Prices
to Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida. Group Discounts & Free
Drink Parties! Sell Trips, Earn
Cash, & Go Free! 1-800-2347007. http://www.endlesssummertours.com
______________________12/15

For Sale
WASHBURN ACOUSTIC GUITAR AND CASE, $500 OBO.
Conn cornet, brass and chrome,
case, $200 OBO. Brett, 3480855.
______________________11/18
1993 MUSTANG LX 37000 Miles,
$6200, Power Windows Steering
268-3038
______________________11/18
88 CHEVY CELEBRITY Reliable,
Great Mechanical. $1500.00
OBO 348-6782.
______________________11/20

Announcements
NEED TO LOSE WEIGHT?
Learn how to lose weight free!
Call for an appointment: 3454343 or 258-8247.
______________________11/21
COLES COUNTY PAWN 3453623, Buy Sell Trade-C.D’sVCR’s-T.V.’s Adult movies, Toys
& Novelties.
______________________11/20
NEW SHIPMENT OF IMPORTED
CIGARS! Save 10 % to 20 % on
Humidors & Cigar Accessories at
Calliope Court 706 Jackson,
Charleston.
______________________11/20
SALE! TAPESTRIES, WIND
CHIMES, CANDLES, more 20 %
to 30 % off at Calliope Court 706
Jackson, Charleston.
______________________11/20
MOST BREAST CANCER
PATIENTS HAVE NO FAMILY
HISTORY OF THE DISEASE.
______________________11/17
CURRENT AND FUTURE
SPEECH
PATHOLOGY
MAJORS: NSSLHA is selling tote
bags, sweatshirts, t-shirts and
travel mugs. Come place your
order at the clinic- second floor of
the Clinical Services building.
Orders due Nov. 20.
______________________11/19

Personals
CHANEL OF ALPHA SIGMA
TAU-Happy 21st Birthday!
______________________11/17

campus clips
PHI GAMMA NU Executive board meeting today at 5:30 p.m. in
Lumpkin Hall Lounge.
E.A.R.T.H. Meeting today at 7:15 p.m. in CH 109A. Picture in Warbler
today. Bring $2.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL & ALLIES UNION Weekly meeting today
at 8 p.m. in the Paris room of the Union. Everyone is welcome & we
will be having our group picture taken afterwards.
“UMUADA” Weekly meeting today at 7:30 p.m. at 1126 6th Street. All
are welcome.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Special events meeting today at 7 p.m. in
Stevenson Lobby. Call Suzanne or Kami if you cannot attend.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Prayer today at 9 p.m. in
the Kansas Room of the Union.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY General meeting today at 6 p.m. in the
Casey Room of the Union.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Daily mass today at 12:05 p.m in
Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekly prayer today at 3:45 p.m. in
Newman Chapel.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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Colts capture first win at the hands of Green Bay
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) – The
Indianapolis Colts finally found a
team they could beat and it turned
out to be the defending Super
Bowl champions.
Cary Blanchard kicked a 20yard field goal as time expired to
give the Colts a 41-38 victory
over the Green Bay Packers on
Sunday. It was the Colts’ first victory this season but the third
game-winning field goal by
Blanchard against a defending
Super Bowl champion in three
years.
“At the end, I was kind of
thinking on the sideline, `Get me
a little closer, a little closer, run

the time down,’’’ Blanchard said.
With the Colts lined up at the
Packers’ 3-yard line, the gamewinner was nothing more than an
extra-point kick, a gimme.
“I’m not going to miss an extra
point. I’ve never missed an extra
point,’’ Blanchard said.
The Colts (1-10) moved 72
yards in the final 5:19 after Green
Bay (8-3) tied the game 38-38 on
Brett Favre’s second touchdown
pass to Antonio Freeman.
Paul Justin, who passed for a
career-high 340 yards, completed
four straight passes on the winning drive. His 27- and 28yarders to Ken Dilger took the

Turnovers kill Bears,
record drops to 1-10
CHICAGO (AP) – Otis Smith,
beaten and picked on by quarterbacks all season, wouldn’t be bullied Sunday by the Chicago Bears.
The Jets cornerback made two
interceptions, returning one for a
38-yard touchdown, and caused a
third by tipping a pass as New York
beat the woeful Bears 23-15
Sunday to stay on top in the AFC
East.
The Jets (7-4) survived the loss
of starting quarterback Glenn
Foley, who was sacked and forced
out early in the second quarter with
injuries to his left leg.
Neil O’Donnell replaced him and
wasn’t especially effective, going
just 4-of-12. But it didn’t matter.
The Jets led 23-0 at the half and
their defense made four interceptions, five sacks and a fumble
recovery on a frigid day at Soldier
Field.
The Bears (1-10), who attempted
a club-record 65 passes, scored in
the third quarter and appeared
ready to get back in the game.
But the Jets turned them away
from inside the 15 three times in the
fourth quarter without points before
Erik Kramer hit Ricky Proehl on a
5-yard scoring pass with 30 sec-
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onds to go.
The Bears’ play in the first half
was simply embarrassing and they
heard the boos from bundled-up
Soldier Field, where the wind-chill
factor beginning the second half
was minus-5 and where there were
21,301 no-shows in the 66,944-seat
stadium. By the end most had gone
home, but some who remained
chanted for the removal of coach
Dave Wannstedt.
In addition to four first-half interceptions and a fumble, the Bears
got off an 18-yard punt and missed
a short field goal.
Smith was picked on last week
by Miami’s Dan Marino and had
been beaten for six touchdown
passes this season entering the
game.
But he picked off Bears backup
Steve Stenstrom’s pass and took it
38 yards, giving the Jets a 23-0 lead
in the second quarter. He also
tipped a pass that led to the first of
two interceptions by teammate
Victor Green.
Kramer, who completed 32 of 60
passes for 354 yards, was intercepted three times in the first half, the
first two setting up the Jets’ first 10
points.

Colts to the Packers 1 with just
under two minutes to go. Instead
of trying for a touchdown, Justin
dropped to his knee on three
straight plays, forcing Green Bay
to use its last time out and
running the clock down to three
seconds.
Blanchard, whose field goals
beat San Francisco two years ago
and Dallas last year, then kicked
the game-winner as time ran out.
The Colts stormed onto the
field in celebration.
“We decided to kneel on the
ball. The way our luck has been
going this year, we could have
fumbled the ball. You just never

know what is going to happen,’’
said Justin, starting in place of
injured Jim Harbaugh for the third
time this season.
Only three other teams,
Houston, the Los Angeles Rams
and San Diego, have beaten a
defending Super Bowl champion
three years in a row.
“We showed today we’re not
an 0-10 football team,’’
Blanchard said “This is a big load
off the players, the fans, everybody.
Everybody in that locker room
believed we could win.’’ Favre
passed for 363 yards and three
touchdowns, but he had three big

turnovers that led to 17 points by
the Colts.
“It’s tough to lose any game,’’
Favre said. “I tip my hat off to the
Colts. I knew there was no team
in this league that could go without a win. Unfortunately, it was
against us.
“This is no excuse for losing.
We felt we should have won. We
put up a lot of points ... we just
didn’t get the job done.’’
Indianapolis led 28-27 at the half,
but an interception by Quentin
Coryatt set up a 35-yard field goal
by Blanchard. That put the Colts
back on top 30-28 late in the third
quarter.

Ravens, Eagles play in first tie since 1989
BALTIMORE (AP) – Both
teams called it a loss, which is
entirely appropriate because neither Baltimore nor Philadelphia
played well enough to win.
The Eagles and Ravens
played 75 minutes and managed
only one touchdown apiece
Sunday in a 10-10 tie, the first
in the NFL since 1989.
The Ravens (4-6-1) wasted
nine sacks, converted only three
of 15 third-down plays and lost
a 10-3 lead in the final four minutes of regulation.
“It’s a loss, because now our
chances of making the playoffs
are pretty dim,’’ said Baltimore
defensive end Michael McCrary,
who had three sacks. “That’s

what we were fighting for. It’s a
loss for us; there’s no other
alternative to winning.’’
The Eagles (4-6-1) made only
three first downs in the first
half, managed 63 yards on the
ground and botched a chance to
win when Chris Boniol’s 40yard field goal attempt sailed
wide right as overtime expired.
The kick came after
Baltimore’s Matt Stover was
wide right on a 53-yard attempt
with 2:21 left in the extra period.
“We had a chance to win it
and fell short. A tie is just like a
loss to me,’’ Eagles linebacker
William Thomas said.
“Today we didn’t get it

done,’’ Philadelphia coach Ray
Rhodes said. “We battled to stay
in the game and kept fighting to
tie it up. We had one chance to
win and didn’t do it.’’
Baltimore rookie Jay Graham,
subbing for the injured Bam
Morris, had 154 yards on 35 carries before leaving with an ankle
injury halfway through the overtime. Morris was a late scratch
because of an ankle injury.
“It’s like a loss. What does a
tie do?’’ Graham said.
At least there were a few positives for the Eagles – thirdstring quarterback Bobby
Hoying, making his first NFL
start, was 26-for-38 for 276
yards.

Irish on rebound with 24-6 LSU victory
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) – Finally, everyone else
can see what Notre Dame coach Bob Davie has known
for the past few weeks.
After one of their most dismal starts in decades, his
Irish (5-5) have turned into a pretty good team.
“There comes a point where you can keep talking
about how much improvement you’ve made, but
you’ve got to line up and do it,” Davie said Sunday.
“You’ve got to be able to go win a football game like
that to prove to people you’ve made that kind of
improvement.” It wasn’t just that Notre Dame beat
LSU 24-6 on Saturday.
It was the way the Irish won that made it their most
significant victory since knocking off then-No. 1
Florida State four years ago. They came into Death

Valley, one of the toughest places in the country to play,
and completely shut down LSU.
The loss dropped the Tigers (7-3) nine spots to No.
20 in this week’s Associated Press poll.
Notre Dame scored on its first three possessions, and
finished with 260 yards rushing. The Irish defense,
which could barely stop a Pop Warner team a few
weeks ago, held the nation’s fifth-best running offense
to just 121 yards rushing. Kevin Faulk gained 105
yards rushing, but his longest run was only 14 yards.
The Irish also picked off three passes, one of which set
up a Notre Dame touchdown.
By the time the game ended, the Tiger faithful had
scattered and the Irish fans were boogying in the
Bayou.

classified advertising

Personals

Personals

ALAN ROTH OF DELTA SIGMA
PHI: Happy 20th Birthday! I’ll see
you at 4:20, from your little
Brother.
______________________11/17
AUDRA-I’m so proud of my kiddo!
Congrats on going active! Tau
love, your mommy
______________________11/17

SARA MEYER OF ALPHA PHICongratulations on going active!
We’re so proud of you, Kiddo!
Love, Julie & Mark
______________________11/17
Need Cash? Sell your unwanted
items in the Daily Eastern News
Classified Section.
____________________OO/HA
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SPORTS CALL DENISE CALL DENISE 2812 2812
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SPORTS CALL DENISE CALL DENISE 2812 2812
W RITE SPORTS WRITE SPORTS C ALL D ENISE
CALL DENISE 2812 2812 WRITE SPORTS WRITE
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CALL DENISE 2812 2812 WRITE SPORTS WRITE
SPORTS CALL DENISE CALL DENISE 2812 2812
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Swim teams split at home meet
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
The Eastern women’s swim
team was down six points to
Western Illinois going into the
final event, the 200-yard freestyle.
The women finished one-two in
the event, which gave them a 125118 victory. The men were not as
successful as the women, as they
fell to the Leathernecks 151-86.
Amanda Dore, Andrea Peters,
NelliRose Farella and Stephanie
Freer took first-place honors in the
200-yard freestyle with a time of
1:39.82. Taking second place with
a time of 1:44.79 was the Lady
Panther team of Jessica Stowell,
Brooke Uttersee, Erin Williamson
and Christine Przybylski.
This was not the only event that
the Eastern women finished onetwo in. In the 50-yard freestyle,
Nancy Williams came away victorious with a time of 25.15, while
teammate Freer took second-place
honors with a time of 25.28.
Freer also took second-place
honors in the 100-yard freestyle,
swimming for a time of 55.60.
Coming away with the victory in
the event was Dore with a time of
53.94.
In the 200-yard backstroke,
Lady Panther Bizzy Burke gave
Eastern another first place finish
with a time of 2:17.03. Eastern
also took second place in the
event, as Julie File swam the event
in 2:20.21.
Western got revenge on the
men’s side of the meet, beating
Eastern by 65 points. Even with
the loss, there were some good
performances by Eastern swimmers.
“We had a good meet and had
some good swims,” senior Doug
Habben said. “Patrick Johnson did
a good job in the 200 IM and

SPIKERS

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Eastern swimmer Katie Samp frolics in Lantz Pool on Saturday afternoon. The Lady Panthers defeated Western Illinois 125-118.
Luke Porritt did well in the 200
fly. There is still some stuff we
need to work on, but overall our
team is getting better.”
The men were led by Johnson,
who took first-place honors in two
events. In the 200-yard backstroke, Johnson came out victorious with a time of 1:59.75.
Johnson also won the 200-yard
individual medley with a time of
2:04.13.
Eastern also had a good performance from Porritt in the 200yard butterfly. He won the event
with a time of 2:02.38, less than a
second ahead of Western’s nearest
competitor.
The final winner for the men
was Habben, who came out victorious in the 100-yard freestyle
with a time of 49.46. Teammate
Grant Ferhaluk took second-place

honors in the event with a time of
50.50.
Habben said he still would like
to get his times even lower.
“I did good in the 100-free, but
I would still like to drop my time
in the 200-free. Part of the reason
for this is because I did not have
that much practice this week. I
have to work harder before the
next meets against Northeastern
Illinois and Millikin.”
Habben said the absence of one
swimmer will make it harder in
the next meets.
“The loss of Drew Shepardson
will hurt us for a few meets,” he
said. “He is a key swimmer and
not having him in there will really
hurt the swimmers. He has a big
influence on the swimmers and
it’s nice to have him around to
motivate the swimmers.”

from page 12

digs and with three block assists and Blackwell led the
team with 16 digs while adding eight kills and three
service aces.
“We stayed in command the whole match,” Ralston
said.
Eastern finished the regular season with a record of
19-13 overall and secured fifth place in the conference
with the win over Eastern Kentucky.
The Lady Panthers could get boosted to fourth place
if Tennessee State upsets Austin Peay in tomorrow’s
match.
Eastern will enter the OVC tournament this Friday,

facing conference foe Austin Peay. The Lady Panthers
have not beaten Austin Peay in their two tries this season, but hopes to overcome them to advance further in
the tournament.
“It’s time to beat the teams we lost to in the regular
season,” Ralston said.
Southeast Missouri State is in the same bracket as
Eastern and Austin Peay, and Eastern has not beaten
them in two efforts this season.
A win over Austin Peay would put the Lady
Panthers against SEMO and from there, the winner of
the tournament will get a bid to the NCAA tournament.
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Eastern Kentucky stays perfect in conference
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
Even though the Panther football team had the week off, there
was plenty of action around the
Ohio Valley Conference.
Eastern Kentucky 35, Middle
Tennessee 20:
The Colonels stayed a perfect
6-0 in the OVC with their win
over Middle Tennessee, which
dropped the Blue Raiders to 4-5
overall and 2-4 in conference
play.
The win improved Eastern
Kentucky to 7-3 overall and was
the Colonels’ seventh straight win
after starting out the season 0-3.
Eastern Kentucky has won 40 of
its last 43 conference games.
The Colonels racked up 311
rushing yards, led by sophomore
tailback Derick Logan’s 123
yards on 24 carries. Freshman
Corey Crume had 105 yards,
making it the second time this

DOWN

1997
F OOTBALL
Standings
TEAM

Conf.

Eastern Kentucky
EasternIllinois
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Middle Tennessee
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee-Martin

Overall

6-0
5-1
5-2
3-3
3-3
2-4
1-5
0-7

7-3
8-2
7-4
5-5
3-7
4-5
4-6
1-10

Saturday’s results
Eastern Kentucky 35, Middle Tennessee 20
Murray State 13, Tennessee State 7
Southeast Missouri 28, Southern Illinois 17
Tennessee-Martin 36, Austin Peay 26
UAB 38, Tennessee Tech 14

season the Colonels had two
backs over the 100-yard mark.
Middle Tennessee did not have
similar success on the ground, as
the Blue Raiders had only 25
rushing yards, but they did manage 265 total yards.
Murray State 13, Tennessee
State 7:
In the Racers’ final game of the

improved SEMO’s record to 4-6
overall.
The Indians had their strongest
offensive output of the season
with their 490 total yards, 300 of
which came on the ground. Senior
fullback Britt Mirgaux had 88
yards and two touchdowns while
senior Corey Williams scored a
touchdown to go along with his
75 yards.
The Salukis struggled on the
ground with only 51 rushing
yards on 38 attempts.
Tennessee-Martin 36, Austin
Peay 26:
For the first time this season,
Tennessee-Martin knows what it
feels like to win. And once again,
Austin Peay knows what it feels
like to lose.
The win took the goose egg out
of Tennessee-Martin’s win column as they finish the season 110 (0-7 in the OVC) and the
Governors are 0-10.
The win snapped a 13-game

losing streak for TennesseeMartin.
Defense was key for the
Skyhawks as senior defensive
back Corey Cobb returned two
interceptions for touchdowns.
Both of the picks came within
1:20 and scored on returns of 24
and 34 yards.
University of Alabama-Birmingham 38, Tennessee Tech 14:
The Tech loss dropped them to
5-5 on the season and extended
the Golden Eagles’ losing streak
to two games. The University of
Alabama-Birmingham improved
to 4-6.
The Golden Eagles were led in
part by freshman tailback Jerome
Tillman, as he ran for 37 yards
and scored a touchdown, to go
along with four kick returns averaging 24.3 yards each.
Tech closes out its season next
week with a home game against
the 4-5 Blue Raiders of Middle
Tennessee.

from page 12

At the break Eastern was down 28-25
and Klein was optimistic heading into the
second half.
“We were right in the game,” he said.
“I knew that with the right breaks, as long
as we continued to play sound offensively
and defensively, we would be right with
them. If we got a couple of breaks we
could have broken the game open.”
But it was Evansville that got the
breaks as they opened up the second half
with a 9-2 run and with 10:23 left in the
game had extended the lead to 42-29.
However, a Lady Panther timeout
helped fuel an 8-0 run of their own.
“We were just trying to emphasize to
get the ball to the high post and use some
dribble entry,” Klein said about what he
told the team during the timeout. “It did

SHOOTING

“

In the first half we did a better
job of getting things off the
defensive boards. We were able to
utilize Leah (Aldrich) better in the first
half, but she got her fourth foul early
(in the second) and that hurt us.”
–John Klein,
Lady Panther head basketball coach

trigger some momentum. There was a bit
of a spark there but we were not able to
sustain it.”
Eastern closed the gap to 45-39 on a
layup from Aldrich, but that was as close

from page 12

weren’t getting
accident and
to any set offdon’t work
I don’t know what our methodically to
ense. I don’t
know what our
problem is, we haven’t break down the
problem is, we been shooting well.”
defense,” Klein
haven’t been
“We just
–Nora Hendrix, said.
shooting well.”
have to get to
Senior Lady Panther guard be more effecAgainst the
Lithuania
tive doing it.
Nationals, the
It’s pretty basic
Lady Panther guards combined for basketball.”
7-of-27 shooting, and struggled
Hendrix said the lack of execuonce again Saturday as they were tion can only last so long before it
5-of-26 from the floor.
begins to cost them a chance at the
Hendrix said she takes a lot of Ohio Valley Conference title.
responsibility for the poor shooting.
“After the first (exhibition) game
“We weren’t getting to our we all said we need to find what we
offense too well,” she said. “I was need to do individually to
hesitant. We were just trying to get improve,” she said. “We’re all out
something going but we couldn’t. there and not executing.”
It’s like we were doing our own
Garbova said there are no excusthing.”
es for the loss.
And that’s one of the Lady
“We basically beat ourselves,”
Panthers’ problems this early in the she said. “It’s not that they are a
season.
better team, we should have beat
“Sometimes we do things by them.”

“

Monday

season, they defeated Tennessee
State to finish at 7-4 and 5-2 in
the OVC. The Racers held the
Tigers to 213 total yards.
However, with 1:04 left in the
game, Tennessee State had a late
rally killed when junior Racer end
Marcus Stepp intercepted a Tiger
pass.
Senior Murray State tailback
Anthony Downs had 133 yards on
29 carries and scored a touchdown. He finished the year with
1,011 yards and with that became
the second Racer in history to run
for over 1,000 yards in consecutive seasons.
Southeast Missouri 28, Southern Illinois 17:
For a while it looked as though
Southern Illinois was going to
have an easy win. Early in the
fourth quarter, the Salukis had a
17-0 lead, but then Southeast
Missouri came back and
outscored Southern Illinois 28-0
en route to victory. The win

as the Lady Panthers would get. The Lady
Aces closed out the game with a 13-5 run
to seal the 58-44 win.
“We never gave up or anything like
that,” Garbova said. “We never felt that
we were going to lose. Sometimes we felt
frustrated.”
Klein said one of the reasons the Lady
Panthers were able to hang with
Evansville in the first half and not in the
second was largely due to Aldrich.
“In the first half we did a better job of
getting things off the defensive boards,”
he said. “We were able to utilize Leah
(Aldrich) better in the first half, but she
got her fourth foul early (in the second)
and that hurt us.”
Despite starting out the season with a
loss, senior Lady Panther guard Nora

Hendrix said it’s important to keep in
mind they have the whole season ahead.
“We still have high expectations for the
season,” she said. “We have to learn from
this and learn from our mistakes. We’re
tired of losing and it’s not going to dictate
our whole season.”
Klein said there were some good things
that can come out of the loss.
“I think one positive is that our kids
did play hard, but you also need to perform,” he said.
“The second is that maybe we can
draw from some of the things Evansville
did to us in terms of execution. It takes
execution on both ends of the floor,”
Klein said.
“We did not execute well and we made
poor decisions,” he said.

HARRIERS ‘Big trades’ to be made
from page 12
Moroney, they were grouped
closer together.
Senior Lady Panther Cristen
Conrad was the first Eastern
runner to cross the line, as she
did it in 19:58, good for 55th
place. Sophomore Jo-Ann
Trevino was only one second
behind Conrad and finished in
57th.
“The women got out real
well,” McInerney said. “Trevino
and Conrad had real solid races.
I think both of them ran nice
races.”
Freshman Erika CoullParenty took 75th with a time of
20:16.
“My expectations (going into
the meet) were we just wanted
to try to compete,” McInerney
said. “We wanted to go into the
new region and see what it was
like.”

“Monday Night Football”
$1.25 Michelob Golden Lite
50¢ Burgers & Brats

after expansion draft

PHOENIX (AP) – The real
action at the expansion draft
Tuesday might come exactly one
minute after the Arizona
Diamondbacks and Tampa Bay
Devil Rays finish picking their
players.
That’s when stars like Gary
Sheffield, Pedro Martinez, Matt
Williams and Kevin Brown may
start moving in a hurry.
By the way general managers
are talking, a lot of big trades are
on the brink. Only one problem –
baseball rules prohibit any deals
from being announced until the
draft is completed, and that’s not
expected until about 11 p.m. EST.
“It wouldn’t surprise me if we
made three or four trades immediately after the draft,” Marlins GM
Dave Dombrowski said.
“It’s not like we have to move

everyone, but there are no
untouchables, and enough clubs
are interested that there’s competition.” That could mean Sheffield
to the New York Mets, Brown to
the St.
Louis Cardinals and Robb Nen
to the Boston Red Sox.
The World Series champion
Marlins, having already traded
Moises Alou to Houston, are
chopping their payroll and making everyone available. Sheffield
and his $61 million, six-year contract is a prime trade target, and
the Mets are looking to add
power.
“I would suspect his name will
continue to come up in our discussions,” Mets GM Steve
Phillips said.
Dombrowski estimated 15
teams have inquired about Brown.

345-7849

(s t i x)

Grill Open Until the Game is Over

Monday Night Football Menu
Stix Wings 5 wings.................99¢
10 wings...............$150
Giant Soft Pretzel...................99¢
w/cheese sauce..........$150
Steak Sandwich......................$250
w/fries..........$295
Ribteasers..............................$250

Tuesday $2.50 Pitchers
Lt is Back
Wednesday Keystone
$1.00 Longnecks
Thursday $5.00 Pitchers of Capt Morgan
Friday $2 Burger & Fries • $3 Pitchers
Saturday

Pizza Puff...............................$225

“College Football” $2 Burger & Fries

“WE GOT WHAT YOU LIKE AT IKE’S”

ON LINCOLN
• NO MINORS •

16 oz Miller Lite Bottles....................$1.75
Try Our New Hickory Smoked BBQ

Express Lunch • 11am-2pm
15 minutes or WE PAY!
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Eastern gets raw deal against Aces Harriers
Lady Panthers
go down 58-44
to Evansville
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Freshman Lady Panther guard Lorie Moore dribbles the ball in Lantz Gym Saturday night against
Evansville. Eastern dropped the game 58-44.

Poor shooting proves costly
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
The first game of the season can be a bit deceiving,
at least that’s what Lady Panther head coach John
Klein would like people to believe.
Eastern’s offense struggled and shot a lowly 29 percent in the 58-44 loss to Evansville, but there’s no sign
of panic – on Klein’s part, that is.
“We’re not sound enough offensively, we tend to
panic and force stuff,” Klein said. “I know we’re quite
capable of being a strong offensive team and I would
be quite concerned if we were up against somebody
else than Evansville.”
The Lady Panthers did manage to hit on 12-of-18
shots from the charity stripe.
Klein said the 29 percent from the floor comes as

no surprise to him.
“You have to credit Evansville, as a coaching staff,
we knew they could be the best defensive team we
would face all year and they showed that tonight,” he
said. “I knew this is the way it would be. We were
going to have to fight for every decent shot we got.”
And the decent shots were extremely rare, no matter what the Lady Panthers tried to do.
“We just couldn’t play inside and when we did get
it inside, they all swarmed together,” senior Eastern
forward Barbora Garbova said.
Through it all, senior Lady Panther guard Nora
Hendrix said Evansville’s defense should not have
been as problematic as it turned out to be.
“It shouldn’t have affected us, we should have
played through it,” she said. “It’s frustrating. We
See SHOOTING page 11

Evansville’s physical style of
play proved to be too much for
the Lady Panther basketball
team on Saturday night, as
Eastern lost its season opener
58-44.
“Evansville took us right out
of any offense we could muster
up,” Eastern head coach John
Klein said. “We have to take
what they did to us (and learn
from it). Our team showed a lot
of effort and heart, but we did
not perform well.
“The rah-rah stuff can only
go so far,” he said.
Eastern struggled offensively,
as they only shot 29 percent in
the game and 26 percent in the
second half. The Lady Aces
were a bit better, as they hit on
34 percent of their shots.
The Lady Panthers were 0-7
from the three-point arc.
Eastern was led by senior forward Barbora Garbova, as she
had 15 points on 6-of-11 shooting. Garbova also chipped in
nine rebounds. Sophomore forward Leah Aldrich was second
in scoring with eight points.
Evansville’s freshman forward
Shyla McKibbon had 16 points
and 12 boards.
Klein said such a low-scoring
game is typical of the Lady
Aces’ style of play.
“You can expect to see scores
like this all year with
Evansville,” he said. “They do a
great job in terms of being fundamentally sound.”
See DOWN page 11

Lady spikers net two wins over weekend
By JASON COLET
Staff writer
Lady Panther volleyball continued its hot streak as they came
home from the “Death Valley”
trip with two victories.
Eastern defeated Morehead
State and Eastern Kentucky to
jump to fifth place in the Ohio
Valley Conference with an 11-7
OVC record.
Upon facing Morehead on
Friday, Eastern was only one
game behind the Eagles in the
conference race. With securing
the fifth game win, Eastern also
secured a fifth-place spot in the
OVC.
The Lady Panthers ended the
season on a four-match win
streak, starting with an upset victory over Murray State, who was
tied for first on Nov. 7. They continued with wins over TennesseeMartin, Morehead and Eastern
Kentucky.
Morehead State was 10-6, just
holding off the 9-7 Lady Panthers
for a one-game lead for fifth. The
five game match turned in favor
of the Lady Panthers with the
efforts of junior outside hitter
Missy Hollenkamp, freshman

outside hitter Kim Blackwell and
senior setter Kara Harper.
Hollenkamp had a career
match putting forth a 20 kill, 20
dig performance, the first of her
career. Blackwell recorded a 20
dig match while Harper again
reached a 40 assist, 20 dig match.
“Things went well,” head
coach Betty Ralston said.
The Lady Panthers got down
early, losing the first two games
15-6 and 15-7. They pulled
through winning the next three
15-11, 15-13 and 15-13.
“It’s nice that we could pull out
the fifth game,” Ralston said.
After defeating Morehead and
tying for fifth place, Eastern travelled to Eastern Kentucky for a
quick three-game match. The
Lady Panthers won 15-12, 15-5
and 15-11.
“I was afraid there might be a
letdown,” Ralston said. “(But) we
didn’t let them get in the game.”
Senior middle hitter Lorri
Sommer and junior middle hitter
Sherry Austin led the team in
kills with 11, while Austin led in
blocks with six block assists.
Hollenkamp backed up her career
performance with nine kills, 14
See SPIKERS page 10

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Senior outside hitter Monica Shrader tries to get the ball over two Murray
State defenders on Nov. 7. The Lady Panthers won the match 3-2.

close out
season
in Iowa
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
Over the weekend the men’s
and women’s cross country teams
traveled to Iowa State for the
NCAA Midwest Regional where
the women took 16th place out of
24 teams and the men came in
17th.
Oklahoma State came in first
as a team with 86 points, with
Minnesota and Nebraska close
behind with 94 and 101 points,
respectively. The Panthers had
405 points in the meet.
It certainly wasn’t a typical
cross country meet as not only
did the runners have to battle
through the 23 degree temperatures, but also 20 mph winds and
two inches of fresh snow.
“The conditions themselves
were brutal,” Eastern head coach
John McInerney said. “It made it
a little more
interesting and
more challenging.”
Senior
Panther Todd
Moroney was
the highest finisher out of
any Eastern
runner, as he Todd Moroney
came in 13th
place out of 155 runners with a
time of 33:14.
“To finish 13th in that field is
incredible,” McInerney said. “He
ran the race of a lifetime and still
doesn’t qualify for nationals. It
was just a great race for him.
“With Todd, the young kids
realize it can be done,” McInerney said.
Nebraska’s Jeroen Broekzitter,
a freshman, came in first in
32:38.
Junior Bruce Lundborg was the
next Eastern runner to cross the
line as he came in 55th place in
34:33.
“Todd’s performance is definitely the highlight but Bruce
Lundborg, that’s just a real good
tough, solid race,” McInerney
said.
Senior Mike McBride was the
92nd runner to complete the race
in a time of 35:46.
“It’s a new region for us, we
knew a little bit about the teams,”
McInerney said. “We tried to treat
it like a national meet and tried to
come back with a really solid
effort and I think we had that.”
On the women’s side, Missouri
took the team title with 76 points
with Nebraska a close second
with 81 points and Minnesota
came in third with 107 points.
The Lady Panthers finished
with 447 points and 16th place.
Missouri junior Erin Windler
took individual honors as she
won the meet with a time of
18:15.
While the women did not have
a high finisher like Moroney, they
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